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Abstract Recent developments in sensors, devices, iden-
tification technologies, and wireless networking have fueled
the vision of the Internet of Things (IoT). Small devices
with processing, sensing, and connectivity capabilities can
be connected to the Internet and produce vast amounts of
meaningful information.At the same time identification tech-
nologies, such asRFID, enable the association of information
with “things”. The information produced by things, or asso-
ciated with things, will be both huge and sensitive. For this
reason new architectures for disseminating and processing
this information in a reliable and efficient way should be
explored. In this paper, we present an architecture for the
IoT, based on the Information-Centric Networking (ICN)
paradigm. ICN architectures are built around information
and information identifiers and they provide mechanisms for
advertising, finding, and retrieving information. We leverage
a particular ICN architecture, the Publish-Subscribe Internet-
working architecture, to design an IoT architecture and we
present three security solutions that enable access control,
secure delegation of information storage and trust based on
information identifiers.
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1 Introduction

Devices equipped with sensing, actuator, processing, and
connectivity capabilities are becoming ubiquitous and cost
effective. In 2010, the number of devices connected to the
Internet was 12.5 billion, whereas the world’s population
was 6.8 billion: this was the first time in history where the
number of connected devices per person wasmore than 1 [8].
This rise of the number of connected devices fuels the vision
of the Internet of Things (IoT) and more generally the “Inter-
net of Everything.” In the IoT, “smart” devices will produce
“meaningful” information andwill share it with other devices
and in some cases, users. The IoT has the potential to create
a $7.3 trillion market size [21]. Building a reliable, including
secure, IoT is a challenging and at the same time burgeoning
problem.

IoT security is challenging for many reasons. Security
solutions cannot rely on the traditional end-to-end paradigm
since “things” will not be “always connected” and informa-
tion disseminationwill rely on caches, proxies, and gateways.
Things can be easily tampered with and thus secrets could
be extracted. Most things are not expected to have the
same processing and storage capabilities as modern PCs and
servers, and updating their software is not expected to be
straightforward.

At the same time IoT security is an escalating problem as
the intrusive nature of things raises new serious concerns. A
thing can be a smartphone, a sensor in our house or at the
workplace, a wearable sensor that measures vital body signs
etc. Therefore the Internet, through the IoT, moves much
more from the virtual to the real world, with more imme-
diate and potentially more significant impact on our lives.
Therefore, confidentiality, integrity and availability of the
information should be protected and new, more flexible and
adaptable to the context, access control mechanisms should
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be developed. Moreover, the introduction of third parties that
act as indirection points that facilitate information process-
ing and delivery raises the importance of the development of
security mechanisms that can vouch for the authenticity and
the provenance of each piece of information.

In this paper, we propose to use Information-Centric Net-
working (ICN) as a technology to integrate the current silos
that have been developed in the IoT area and discuss the prob-
lem of IoT security, including availability, at the information
level. Inspired by recent advances in ICN research [28], we
adopt an approach in which we choose to secure the infor-
mation itself, rather than the communication channels, or the
storage and processing nodes.

ICN is a new (inter-)networking paradigm,which brings in
the core of all network functions information and information
identifiers. Rather than relying on end point, location-
dependent identifiers (i.e., IP addresses), ICN provides
mechanisms that allow information “advertisement” and
“retrieval” using flexible and semantics-rich information
identifiers.

In [20], we proposed an information lookup system for
the IoT based on the concepts of the Publish-Subscribe
Internetworking (PSI) ICN architecture [27]. In this paper,
we enhance that proposal and present the design of a reli-
able IoT architecture that facilitates the development and
the deployment of information-centric security mechanisms.
To this end, we discuss how various security solutions can
be incorporated into the system. In particular, we discuss
the applicability of access control delegation mechanisms,
proxy re-encryption schemes, and name-based trust. For
each security solution, we provide an updated design of the
architecture that includes the new, security-related entities.
Moreover, we develop new communication protocols and
security procedures, demonstrating the capabilities, as well
as the impact, of these security solutions onto the IoT archi-
tecture.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we introduce ICN and the PSI architecture and we
survey some ICN-based IoT architectures. In Sect. 3, we
detail our PSI-based IoT architecture design. In Sect. 4, we
discuss some key security solutions that contribute to the
architecture’s reliability. Finally, in Sect. 5, we present our
conclusions and discuss future work in this area.

2 Background

2.1 ICN and the PSI architecture

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is an emerging par-
adigm that has received increasing attention in recent years.
ICN is believed to overcome various limitations of the cur-

rent networking architectures, including inefficient mobility
handling, lack of effective multicast, insecurity and distorted
business environment.Adefining characteristic of ICNarchi-
tectures is the use of content (information) names as the key
identifier, which can also serve as a new abstraction layer
between applications and the network.

An ICN architecture is composed of the following enti-
ties1:

– Owner: A real world or a network entity that creates,
owns, and names an information item.

– Publisher: A network device that actually hosts an infor-
mation item.

– Subscriber: A network device that belongs to a real world
entity that is interested in an information item.

– Rendezvous Node (RN): A network entity that acts
as an indirection point between subscribers and pub-
lishers. The main functionality of a RN is to match
subscriptions with publications. Therefore, it accommo-
dates subscriber interests and publisher availability for
particular information items. All RNs are organized in a
Rendezvous Network (RENE).2

These entities interact with each other in the following
manner: An owner creates an information item, assigns a
name to it and stores a copy of this item in at least one pub-
lisher. The publishers advertise the information items
they host. The advertisement of an item is received and
kept by some RNs in the network. A subscriber sends a
subscription message that is routed through the RENE
and eventually reaches a RN that has a matching entry for
that item of interest. A successful match will ultimately
result in the content being forwarded from a publisher to
the interested subscriber(s). Intermediate nodes may oppor-
tunistically cache a forwarded item and act as additional
publishers for that item in the future.

In PSI, every information item is uniquely identified by
a pair of identifiers, the Scope Identifier (SID) and the Ren-
dezvous Identifier (RID). SID denotes the scope in which an
item belongs. Scoping allows organizing information items
into collections (e.g., a set of temperature measurements).
Scopes are hierarchically structured, forming parent-to-

1 Even though the terminologyweuse here is based onPSI these entities
can be found in all ICN architectures, in many cases they might have
different names and sometimes they might be distributed across the
network, e.g., in the base CCN and NDN architectures, the rendezvous
function is distributed across all network nodes; however, there have
been proposed application-specific enhancements that make the func-
tion more explicit and introduce specific RNs.
2 In general, there can be many independent RENEs managed by dif-
ferent providers. Each RENE needs to obtain (potentially incomplete)
subscription and publication information and they could have different
levels of trust by various publishers/owners and subscribers.
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Fig. 1 PSI example
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child relationships and this hierarchy is reflected in SIDs
(e.g., “Sensor A/Temperature”). The RID is provided by an
application-specific function. An RID must be unique in the
scope to which it belongs and an SID must also be unique
within its parent scope. Every SID (and therefore all RIDs
belonging to that SID) is managed by a RN. RENEs in PSI
are constructed using overlay networks.

Figure 1 illustrates an example of a typical PSI transac-
tion. In this example a publisher, Publisher 1, creates two
new scopes, one with SID “Sensor A” and one with SID
“Sensor A/Temperature”, hence the second scope is a child
of the first. As a next step, Publisher 1 advertises a new item
under the second scope with RID “Measurement 1”. At this
point, the RN creates a lookup table for the scope “Sen-
sor A/Temperature”. This lookup table has an entry which
indicates that there is an item in this scope, with RID “Mea-
surement 1”, and that there is a publisher for that item, i.e.,
Publisher 1. Later on, a subscriber subscribes for the newly
created item. Since the RN has a matching entry, it notifies
the publisher. The notification message includes a path to the
subscriber which is used by the publisher in order to forward
the desired content item.

The form of a RENE is an application-specific design
choice which mostly depends on the SID format. For exam-
ple, (top-level) SIDs can be domain names; in this case the
RENE can follow the DNS hierarchy. Similarly, (top-level)
SIDs can be arbitrary strings; in that case the RENE can be
implemented as a DHT in which each (hashed) SID will be
managed by the RN whose identifier is numerically closer to
the (hashed) SID (e.g., as in [16]).

2.2 ICN-based IoT architectures

ICN has been regarded as a promising candidate for build-
ing IoT architectures. Various research efforts have studied
the implications of ICN to IoT (and vice versa) and have
proposed requirements that have to be fulfilled. Rayes et
al. [26] believe that ICN is expected to be the “most common
deployment of the IoT” and they address ICN performance
and security requirements of IP-based IoT networks. They
argue that architectures should be built using optimal hybrid
models that support centralized and distributed systems at
the same time. Moreover, they advocate that new security
solutions have to be developed to cope with security require-
ments such as authentication, privacy, resistance to (D) DoS
and identity thefts attacks.

In [11], we propose a research agenda for future ICN-
based IoT architectures. In particular, they identify research
challenges that concern: information naming, efficient and
contextual information retrieval, trustmodels, privacy, access
control, and information forwarding. Amadeto et al. [2]
devise requirements for an IoT architecture based on the
NDNICNarchitecture [29]. They argue that such an architec-
ture should support pull-based and push-based data commu-
nication, it should support discovery protocols, it should use
naming schemes that achieve optimal routing performance
and facilitate data sharing, it should provide authenticated
interests (the corresponding of subscriptions in the NDN
architecture), it should support multiple caching strategies,
and it should support data forwarding over heterogeneous
networks. Sugang et al. [19] compare NDN and Mobility-
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First [25] architectures by considering two IoT scenarios.
They consider the discovery and forwarding mechanisms
of these two architectures and they measure various perfor-
mance indicators such as delay, routing state, and control
overhead.

Moving a step further, many research efforts have used
ICN for implementing an IoT system. Baccelli et al. [6]
measure the performance of the CCN ICN architecture [15]
when used in an IoT system. In particular, they use a light-
weight version of CCN, code-named CCN Lite, and they
install it onto 60 devices equipped with the RIOT operating
system [5]. Theymeasure the performance of various routing
protocols and the impact of caching. Their experiments indi-
cate that CCN offers advantages over an approach based on
6LoWPAN/IPv6/RPL in terms of energy consumption and
RAM and ROM footprint.

Biswas et al. [7] utilize the CCN ICN architecture in order
to implement a contextualized information-centric home net-
work. CCN is used in their architecture in order to provide
automatic node and service discovery and policy-based ser-
vice publication and subscription. Francois et al. [12] explore
optimizations for the routing strategies of the CCN ICN
architecture. In particular, they propose the support of both
pull and push strategies. Since CCN already supports pull-
based routing (i.e., a subscriber first subscribes for an item
and then the item is forwarded), they develop a mechanism
for pulling data. In particular, they assumed that the size of
the data to be pulled is small, therefore, it “fits” within a sub-
scription message. With this in mind, they encode the pulled
data in a subscription message which is broadcasted to all
intended recipients.

Grieco et al. [14] utilize the NDN ICN architecture to
implement an Overlay Service Capability Layer (OSCL)
that can be used in ETSI M2M systems. This layer encodes
available services as information items and it can be used
for distributed service discovery and invocation. This is an
improvement to the centralized Service Capability Layer
(SCL) proposed by ETSI. Piro et al. [22] develop a plat-
form that can be used for enabling services in a “Smart-City”
environment, using the NDN ICN architecture. A service
in their platform is executed in three phases. First comes
the Discovery phase during which a subscriber finds poten-
tial publishers that can satisfy a request, the second phase
is the Security Initialization phase during which a sub-
scriber retrieves some security-related information, and the
final phase is the Service Usage phase which is the actual
invocation of the service. All operations are encoded as infor-
mation items and they can be invoked using subscription
messages.

Amadeo et al. [3] utilize the NDN ICN architecture in
order to build an IoT architecture that supports multi-source
data retrieval. In particular they extend the NDN archi-
tecture and add support for “prefix-based” interests. For

example, a subscriber interested in learning temperaturemea-
surements from sensors deployed in his home would issue
an interest of the form “home/temperature”. On the other
hand, sensors should advertise their measurements using
“home/temperature” as a prefix (e.g., a sensor deployed in
the kitchen would advertise “home/temperature/kitchen”).
This procedure will result in the user issuing a single interest
packet and receiving multiple information items.

3 A PSI-based architecture for the IoT

In our PSI-based architecture for the IoT (hereafter will be
referred to as PSI4IoT) all things have identifiers. The gran-
ularity and the purpose of these identifiers are application
specific; there can be identifiers that are thing specific (e.g.,
vehicle identification numbers), or there can be identifiers
that are specific to a group of similar things (e.g., a barcode
that identifies a product). A thing may have multiple identi-
fiers and identifiers can be context specific. For example, a
sensor may have an identifier that represents its brand and
another identifier that represents its current network attach-
ment address. Information can be created by, or associated
with a thing. For example, a sensor that measures tempera-
ture can create an information item that represents the current
measurement, itsmanufacturermay associatewith it an infor-
mation item that represents its components, and a retail store
may associate with it an information item that represents its
price. A thing may act as the publisher of the information it
generates, or it may appoint other network devices to hold
this role. In the temperature measurement example, a sensor
may either store the measurements itself, or delegate them to
a gateway or proxy.

Figure 2 illustrates the above concepts. In this example,
a manufacturer has created a series of sensors under the
brand name “Sensor 1”. The manufacturer has created an
information item named “Size” that represents sensor’s size
and another named “Capabilities” that represents sensor’s
sensing capabilities. Both these items have been advertised
under the scope “Sensor 1”. An enterprise (“Enterprise A”)
uses two of these sensors to measure the temperature in a
data center. Enterprise A has assigned to each sensor an
identifier that represents its network location (it can be for
example an IP address). The sensor with location identi-
fier “SN 1” has a built-in SD card in which measurements
are stored. Therefore, “SN 1” is able to fulfill the role of
publisher. On the other hand, the sensor “SN 2” does not
have storage capabilities, therefore it stores its measure-
ments on a gateway (“GW 1”); GW 1 now becomes the
publisher of SN 2 measurements. All measurements are
stored as information items identified by an RID of the
form “measurementXX”. The measurements of “SN 1” are
advertised under the scope “Enterprise A/Temperature/SN
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Fig. 2 PSI4IoT example
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1”, whereas the measurements of “SN 2” are advertised
under the scope “Enterprise A/Temperature/SN 2”. Both
these scopes are managed by the rendezvous node “RN
2”.

Subscribers wishing to receive an information item,
should subscribe to the item’s SID, RID pair in the appro-
priate RN. Back to our use case, consider a tempera-
ture monitoring application that is interested in learning
“measurement22” of “SN 1”. The application knows that
this information is stored under the scope “Enterprise
A/Temperature/SN 1” managed by RN 2, therefore, it con-
structs the appropriate subscription message and sends it to
RN 2 which in return notifies SN 1. PSI and PSI4IoT con-
sider two information delivery modes: the channelmode and
the document mode. When a subscriber subscribes for an
information item that is delivered using the channel mode,
every time this item is updated, the subscriber will “auto-
matically” receive the new version of the item. This mode
therefore creates a “persistent” state and it is suitable for
cases such as real-time feeds. On the other hand, with the
document mode a subscription will result in a single item
being transferred from a publisher to a subscriber; with the
completion of this transfer any state that has been created for
this subscription is discarded. Subscribersmay also subscribe
for items that do not currently exist (or they are “unavail-
able”). When these items are created (or become available)
they are forwarded to the subscribers. This “delay toler-
ant” mode of operation is of particular importance for the
IoT.

Two features of the PSI architecture that contribute to the
reliability of PSI4IoT are its multicast and caching capabil-
ities. Subscriptions for the same item can be “merged” and
the corresponding response can be delivered using multicast.
Moreover, items can be cached by intermediate nodes which
then act as publishers.

3.1 Information naming

An important design choice that PSI4IoT applications have
to make is the exact form of the information items names.
Various options can be considered, including the following:

A name can be bound to the item data. The name of an
information item can be directly bound to its data (e.g., part
of the name is the hash of the item data).Of course, this is
only applicable to immutable data. A typical example would
be a large document after it has been finalized (or a video, or
video chunk). Such a binding has some interesting security
properties. For example, a network node can easily verify
that a forwarded item is what a user asked for, therefore it can
prevent unwanted traffic (e.g., spamming). Moreover, these
names can be easily disseminated (e.g., using a QR-code).
On the other hand, such names are not memorable therefore a
“search engine” or directory likemechanismmay be required
for finding them.

A name could be independent of (not bound to) the item
data. This is particularly relevant for small pieces of informa-
tion that are changing rapidly and are defined through their
location of origin or more generally the acquisition context.
In this case we name the source (real or virtual), rather than
the information itself. For example, the temperature at some
point in time and space could be named and then provided
directly by a sensor or approximated (interpolated) through
various sensor readings.

A name can be human readable. Human readable names
are memorable and can be easily communicated by human
beings. Such names may require a registry-like authority,
which will resolve issues such as trademarks, copyrights,
etc. A disadvantage of human readable names is that they
require additional mechanisms for binding them to security
primitives (e.g., digital certificates thatmapaname to apublic
key).
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A name can be mutable or immutable. Mutable names are
short lived and facilitate the deployment of privacy preserv-
ing mechanisms: it is difficult to continuously block (censor)
a particular item if it changes name periodically and it is dif-
ficult to “watch” the subscribers of such item. Of course, the
privacy preserving properties of such a scheme are highly
dependent on how the names are generated, i.e., if it is easy
for an attacker to predict the next name of the item, it may be
easy to deploy privacy related attacks. Immutable names are
long lived and facilitate information replication and caching:
if an item does not (often) change name the probability of a
cache hit increases.

An item may have multiple names. Supporting multiple
names per item is essential for achieving contextual infor-
mation retrieval. For example consider an information item
that represents a temperature measurement. The following
names can be valid “latest temperature measurement”, “tem-
perature in Athens”, “temperature measurement of sensor
1”, “temperature in my area”. Such naming schemes require
complex and intelligent mechanisms for mapping a name to
an item.

3.2 Intelligent rendezvous

So far, RNs have been described as mere lookup “boxes” that
match supply with demand. Nevertheless, RNs can be more
intelligent and capable of orchestrating publishers in order to
produce “meta-information”. Consider for example the case
of a network of temperature sensors deployed in a building.
A monitoring application (running on some network node)
might be interested in learning the “average temperature of
the first floor.” This information in PSI4IoT is considered
yet another named information item, therefore the applica-
tion can simply subscribe to it. In order to generate this item
there should be a “special purpose” node in the network (e.g.,
the building gateway) that aggregates temperatures and cal-
culates “averages.” In order for this node to aggregate (to
average) temperatures it has only to subscribe for “temper-
ature measurements.” (in this case on the first floor) Upon
receiving the subscription to “average temperature of the first
floor” the RN notifies the sensors deployed in the first floor to
forward their measurements to the special purpose node (the
gateway). This node calculates the average and advertises it
to the RN as a new information item. Immediately, the RN
notifies it (the gateway) to forward the newly created item to
the application (node) that requested it.

Another related example presents another feature of the
architecture. If instead of the “average temperature of the first
floor” the “temperature of the first floor” (somewhat more
loosely specified) is requested, then the RN could select any
sensor on the first floor to send the temperature (e.g., if it
had data about temperature publishers of the first floor, i.e.,
such publications, or it could anycast a request to discover

temperature publishers of the first floor). In principle, the
application would not need to know about or deal with low-
level details of sensor distribution or addresses or placement
on the first floor, nor would it need to do the math, which
the PSI4IoT software would undertake, presenting a more
abstract view of the things network to the application. On the
other hand, the application might need to accept a loosely
defined function of the temperature as the answer (allowing
for example for failed or unresponsive sensors etc.).

4 Security mechanisms

In this section, we discuss security solutions for three sig-
nificant security requirements: access control enforcement,
secure delegation of information storage, and information-
based trust. Although, these security requirements exist in
any networking architecture, as we discuss in the following
subsections, they are of particular importance for the IoT.

4.1 Access control delegation

Access control is an integral component of any IoT architec-
ture, including PSI4IoT. It should be possible for owners to
define access control policies that govern access to infor-
mation items and/or scopes. As far as access control is
concerned, the IoT introduces many new challenges. These
challenges arise from the fact that an information item may
be stored (i) in devices that can be easily tampered with or
even be stolen (i.e., the things), or (ii) in locations that are
not controlled by the information owner, e.g., caches, gate-
ways, CDNs. These also apply to PSI4IoT: publishersmay be
devices with low processing capabilities that are not tamper
resistant or devices that do not belong to the administrative
realm of the owner. In these conditions access control is a
challenging task.

Access control policies may be enforced either by a pub-
lisher or aRN.However, as already argued, publishers cannot
be trusted neither to store an owner’s user management sys-
tem (which in most cases is essential for authenticating and
authorizing subscribers) nor to process subscribers’ creden-
tials. RNs, on the other hand, are more powerful and better
protected devices. Therefore, they are better candidates for
enforcing access control policies. Nevertheless, this is not
trivial since RNs are general purpose devices that usually do
not belong to the administrative domain of an information
owner. This raises two challenges. Firstly, a RN should be
trusted to store a user management system and/or to process
subscribers’ credentials. Secondly, a RN should be able to
“interpret” access control policies defined by different own-
ers with different requirements.

To overcome these problems, we use the access control
delegation scheme proposed in [9]. This scheme introduces
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Fig. 3 Access control
delegation example
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a new entity, the Access Control Provider (ACP). ACPs are
trusted network entities that may be owned by an owner, or
may be provided as a services by a 3rd party, ACPs “host”
user management systems, as well as access control policies.
Each access control policy hosted in an ACP is identified by
a URI. Figure 3 illustrates how this scheme is used in the
PSI4IoT context. An owner creates and stores an access con-
trol policy in an ACP and receives back the corresponding
URI. This URI is included in the advertisements of the items
this policy protects and it is stored in the lookup tables of
RNs. In the example of Fig. 3, the publisher “Sensor 1” has
advertised an information item protected by an access con-
trol policy with URI “ACP 1/Policy 1”. When a subscriber
tries to access a protected item the following procedure takes
places. Firstly, the RN generates a random number (token)
and transmits it securely to the subscriber along with the
URI of the access control policy. Secondly, the subscriber
locates the ACP, authenticates himself, transmits the token,
and requests authorization for the particular policy. If the
subscriber is authorized the ACP creates and digitally signs
an approval that includes the token and the URI of the policy
and sends it to the RN. Finally, the RN notifies the publisher
about the successful subscription.

In this system the following trust relationships exist:
subscribers trust ACPs to store their identification details,
publishers and owners trust ACPs to authorize subscribers,

owners trust publishers to respect ACPs’ decisions, owners
and ACPs trust subscribers not to share their approvals with
other subscribers.

The amount of trust required by this systems is much less
compared to a systemwhere access control policies are stored
in RN.Moreover, the amount of trust required by this system
is similar to capabilities tokens-based systems. The system is
protected against malicious subscribers that: (i) can be autho-
rized by URIA and they want to subscribe to an item secured
by URIB or (ii) they used to be authorized by URIA (but are
not anymore) and they want to subscribe to an item secured
byURIA. Thefirst type of adversarial subscribers ismitigated
by including the URI of the policies in the (digitally signed)
approvals and the second type of adversarial subscribers by
including the token.

A feature of the proposed system is that subscribers’ pri-
vacy is enhanced. What a RN learns about a subscriber is
that she has business relationships with an ACP, as well as,
that she is interested in an item. This information is much
less, compared to the information that a thing would have
learned if user credentials or access control policies were
stored in RNs. Moreover, provided that access control poli-
cies are generic, subscribers’ interests can be hidden from
ACPs. Indeed, an ACP does not have to know in which item
a subscriber is interested in order to evaluate her identifica-
tion data against an access control policy.
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Fig. 4 Proxy re-encryption
example
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4.2 Secure publisher proxies

As it has already been discussed a thing that has generated
an information item may appoint another network device to
act as the publisher of this item. This is a highly desirable
feature of the architecture, since it allows things to preserve
computational power and storage capacity. Usually these net-
work devices are a commodity used bymany things, therefore
information should be stored in a secure way. A straight-
forward approach for achieving this is by encrypting the
stored information. In cases where all subscribers are reli-
able and they are known before the encryption process, the
thing may share with them a symmetric encryption key and
use this key for encrypting the information item in ques-
tion. However, this is a rare case. An alternative approach
would be the thing to encrypt information items using its own
public key Pthing, store the ciphertext CPthing in a publisher
and every time a subscriber (that owns a public key PSub)
requests an item, the publisher would “generate” CPSub . A
trivial approach to achieve this functionality is to reveal to
the publisher the private key of the thing, i.e., Kthing. Then the
publisherwill be able to decrypt any ciphertext and re-encrypt
it using the public key of the subscriber.Of course, this entails
severe security threats. A better approach to implement this
functionality is using a proxy re-encryption (PRE) scheme
(e.g., [4]).

PRE schemes are cryptosystemswhich allow third parties,
called proxies, to alter a ciphertext, encrypted with the public
key of a user A (the delegator), in a way that another user B
(the delegatee) can decrypt it with her own appropriate key
(i.e. in most cases her secret private key). Generally a PRE
scheme is composed of five algorithms, namely KeyGen,
Encrypt, RKGen, Reencrypt, and Decrypt.

– KeyGen: is performed by a trusted party and generates
user public-private keys.

– Encrypt: takes as input a public key Pkey and amessage
M and returns the encryption of M using Pkey, i.e.,CPkey .

– RKGen: takes as input a private key Kkey1, a public key
Pkey1, and a public key Pkey2 and returns a re-encryption
key RKPkey1−>Pkey2 .

– Reencrypt: takes as input a re-encryption key
RKPkey1−>Pkey2 and a ciphertext, CPkey1 , and returns a
new ciphertext that can be decrypted with the private
counterpart of Pkey2.

– Decrypt: takes as input a ciphertext CPkey and the
decryption key Kkey and outputs a message M .

Figure 4 illustrates how secure delegation of information
storage can be implemented using PRE. In this example it is
assumed that there is a trusted entity that generates public-
private key pairs, as well as, re-encryption keys. This entity
is referred to as the Key server in Fig. 4. Initially a sensor
generates an information item. Assume that this sensor can-
not act as a publisher itself (e.g., because it has very low
processing capabilities). For this reason it appoints another
entity to act as a publisher, i.e., “Publisher 1”. In order to
protect the confidentiality of this item, the sensor encrypts it
with its public key PSensor1. Then it stores it at Publisher 1
and goes offline. Publisher 1 follows PSI4IoT procedures and
advertises this item. Then, “Subscriber A” subscribes for this
item. Publisher 1 requests from the Key server the appropri-
ate re-encryption key, transforms the ciphertext and sends it
to the subscriber.

An interesting observation is that this solution can be com-
bined with the access control delegation scheme described
in Sect. 4.1. In that case, the ACP holds the role of the
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Key server. Upon a successful subscriber authentication
and authorization, the ACP generates the appropriate re-
encryption key and sends it to the RN. Finally, the RN
includes the re-encryption key in the notification message.

As a proof of concept we implemented a secure pub-
lisher proxy using the Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) PRE
scheme proposed in [13]. The PRE scheme has been imple-
mented using the Charm-Crypto library [1] in Python 2.7.3

The secure publisher proxy has been implemented as fol-
lows. A thing generates information items and encrypts them
using a symmetric encryption key (different for each item).
Each symmetric key is then encrypted using IBE and the
identity of the thing. The encrypted content items and the
encrypted symmetric keys are stored in a publisher. To access
the encrypted content, a subscriber needs to decrypt the sym-
metric encryption key. This can be achieved by having the
publisher re-encrypting the symmetric key with the help of
the Key server. In order to achieve a security level equiva-
lent to RSA with key size 1024 bits, the size of the public
system parameters of the IBE scheme should be 1024 bits,
resulting in encrypted symmetric keys of size 2288 bits and
in re-encryption keys of size 832 bits. Supposedly, RSA pub-
lic key cryptography was used and the thing had encrypted
every symmetric encryption key with the public keys of all
subscribers. In that case, if x items had to be shared with y
subscribers, the thing would have to generate x ∗ y different
ciphertexts. In contrast, the described PRE Scheme would
required only y re-encryption keys and x IBE ciphertexts.

4.3 Name-based trust

Trust in PSI4IoT (and in ICN in general) should be built
around information and information identifiers, i.e., names,
rather than on (secure) communication channels and stor-
age (and processing) nodes. Therefore, subscribers should
be able to verify the integrity and the authenticity of the
information they receive, no matter the publisher and/or
the communication channel. The integrity property of an
information item guarantees that this item has not been tam-
pered with during transmission. The authenticity property
assures that an item is what a subscriber really asked for,
i.e., it binds the item name with the item data. Integrity
and authenticity are not the same: an item may have not
been tampered with (therefore its integrity can be verified)
but it may not be authentic. Information-based trust is of
particular importance for the reliability of our architecture,
as it facilitates information caching and replication; since
trust is not based on end-hosts information can be cached
even at unreliable nodes. In this subsection, we discuss how

3 The source code of our implementation is included in latest release
of the library.

information-based trust can be achieved using Hierarchical
Identity-Based Encryption (HIBE).

An Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) scheme is a public
key schemewhere an arbitrary string can be used as the public
key.HIBE is a generalization of IBE reflecting organizational
hierarchy. An IBE scheme is specified by four algorithms,
namely Setup, Extract, Encrypt and Decrypt.

– Setup: takes as input a security parameter k and returns
a master-secret key (MSK) and some system
parameters (SP). The MSK is kept secret in a trusted
key server whereas SP are made publicly available.

– Extract: takes as input SP, MSK, and an arbitrary
string ID, and returns a secret key KID. I D can be
used as a public key and KID is the corresponding private
decryption key

– Encrypt: takes as input an arbitrary string ID, a mes-
sage M , and SP, and returns a ciphertext CID.

– Decrypt: takes as input a ciphertext CID, the corre-
sponding private decryption key KID and returns M .

The Setup and Extract algorithms can only be executed
by the key server, the Encrypt algorithm can be executed
by any entity that knows SP, and the Decrypt algorithm is
executed only by the entity that possess the corresponding
K .

In addition to the above algorithms, a HIBE scheme spec-
ifies the Delegate algorithm:

– Delegate: takes as input SP, KID1 , and a string of the
form ID1.ID2 and outputs KID1.ID2 .

The Delegate algorithm is of particular importance,
as it enables the creation of a private key (K ) without the
involvement of the PKG. Another interesting property of
HIBE is that a ciphertextCID1.ID2...IDn can be decrypted using
any of the following secret keys KID1 , KID1.ID2 , . . . , KID1.ID2

. . . IDn−1, KID1.ID2...IDn−1.IDn .
HIBE can be used in PSI4IoT for providing information-

based trust as follows. For simplicity reasons we assume
that there is a single RN, a single key server which has
generated the MSK and the SP are well known. Moreover,
we consider that information and scope names are human
readable and that the creation of a root scope is a “con-
trolled” operation, i.e., the RN assures that the entity that
creates such a scope is eligible to perform this operation. For
each root scope, the key server generates the correspond-
ing KSID, which is communicated to the entity that created
that scope. We will refer to these entities as scope owners.
Scope owners can authorize publishers to create sub-scopes
and/or advertise items in these sub-scopes. The “authoriza-
tion to create sub-scopes” process is achieved by generating
KSID/subscopeSID using the delegate algorithm and by dis-
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Fig. 5 Granting authorization
to advertise an item

Subscriber A Sensor 1

Notification

Store “Item1”
Advertise “Sensor1/Item1”

Subscribe “Sensor1/Item1”

Forward “Item1”, SignSensor1/Item1

RN 1

Delegate KSensor1/Item1

Create Scope “Sensor1”
Publisher 1

tributing it to “authorized” publishers. The “authorization to
advertise a particular item under a (sub-)scope” is achieved
by generating KSID/(subscopeSID)/RID using the delegate algo-
rithm and by distributing it to “authorized” publishers. This
process is illustrated in Fig. 5.

All authorized publishers calculate a digital signature for
all sub-scopes they create and for all items they advertise.
The digital signature of a sub-scope identified by SID is
KSID whereas the digital signature of an item identified by
RID is KSID/RID/H(item), where H() is a secure hash func-
tion. Any entity that knows SP can verify this signature
using the following procedure. Firstly, it selects a random
number r . Then, it encrypts r using as key either SID or
SID/RID/H(item). Finally, it verifies if the calculated cipher-
text can be decrypted using the digital signature of the item.
The digital signatures are calculated using the delegate algo-
rithm, therefore only authorized publishers can calculate
them. Digital signatures are used during the creation of a
scope and the advertisement of an item. With digital signa-
tures a RN is able to verify that a publisher is authorized to
perform the action in question. Moreover, given that autho-
rized publishers are reliable, the digital signature of an item
can be used for providing integrity and authenticity since it
(a) contains the hash of the item and (b) it binds this hash
to the item name. An unauthorized publisher is not able to
calculate or modify a signature of an item, since it does not
possess the necessary secrete information.

As a proof of concept, we have implemented4 the
Lewko-Waters [18] HIBE scheme using the Charm-Crypto
library [1] in Python 2.7. The Lewko-Waters scheme is fully

4 Source code available at: https://github.com/nikosft/HIBE_LW11.

secure and it is based on bilinear maps applied over the ele-
ments of a group G of order p, where p is a prime number.5

In [10] we use this implementation to build name-based trust
mechanism and we show how name resolution infrastructure
can be used for delivering the necessary system parameters.

5 Conclusion

It is a common belief that the IoT is going to be one of the
next “big things.” In this paper we argued that a new reli-
able IoT architecture is required, based on the expectation
that the information that will be produced by the IoT will
be vast and sensitive. This architecture should allow infor-
mation dissemination in an effective and secure way. To this
end, we presented the design of an IoT architecture based
on the PSI ICN architecture. Being an ICN architecture,
PSI provides efficient mechanisms for advertising, finding
and retrieving information. Moreover, we described three
security mechanisms that allow access control enforcement,
secure information proxies, and trust establishment. These
three security features are of particular importance for the
IoT, as things usually should rely on the delegation of various
functions to third parties due to their limited processing and
storage capabilities. These third parties are usually employ-
ing or implementing shared infrastructures, which introduces
new security challenges.

ICN architectures are not designed to be specifically IoT
architectures; they are designed to be generic Internet archi-

5 We have considered modification of the scheme for prime order set-
tings [17].
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tectures that take into consideration, among other things, the
particular requirements that IoT introduces. This feature has
a significant advantage: by applying the ICN paradigm to the
IoT, we can bridge the gap between various “silos” of things,
as well as, between the IoT and the rest of the Internet (to
realize the Internet of Everything).

It can be argued that anticipating ICN to be the new
“thin waist” of the Internet, above which all applications will
be built, is improbable. Even though we are optimistic, we
currently explore incremental deployments of ICN. In par-
ticular, in the I-CAN project [24] we investigate the potential
of applying ICN in end-user devices and access networks.
Early findings of this project demonstrate that in this envi-
ronment and even with incremental only deployment, ICN
brings significant advantages (in performance, access net-
work planning and deployment, and application flexibility
and security). In the POINT project [23] we focus on ICN
deployment within a single ISP domain, consider the interac-
tions with other domains using IP and specifically investigate
the use of CoAP protocol for IoT, including over ICN.
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